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How to succeed in your quest for customer centricity

Regardless of the market you’re in, a focus 
on customer experience (CX) should be a 
non-negotiable element of your business 
strategy. To achieve this you need a solid 
way to measure CX. At PEN, we use our 
very own CX measurement framework, 
a tried and tested approach we’ve used 
across multiple industries.

We walk through our CX measurement 
framework in our free eBook “How to 
succeed in your quest for customer 
centricity” - which you can    
download here B

To make it easy for you to implement our 
framework in your own business we have 
created a set of detailed templates for 
you to use. These align to key steps in 
our framework and are all explained in 
the eBook. We’d recommend reading the 
eBook first then coming back to these 
templates when you’re ready to start 
implementing it.
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Identify touchpoints and metrics
Get leadership buy-in

Map your customer journeys

Identify the metrics to be used

Make the change
Set up the right governance

Monitor the impact of changes

Keep your customers informed

Collect feedback
Agree the collection method

Build your dashboard

Collect the customer feedback

Analyse the data
Identify issues and their root causes

Develop your recommendations

Understand the Return on Investment (ROI)

Our CX Measurement Framework
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To help you quickly begin implementing the PEN CX measurement framework we have created this free CX Toolkit for you. The templates 
included are based on best practice and our experience of working with many different clients, helping them to effectively measure and 
ultimately improve their customer experience. We hope you find these useful and if you have any questions please feel free to get in touch.

Toolkits
1 Creating a customer persona 3

2 Mapping a customer journey 8

3 Developing your recommendations 14

4 Setting-up a Customer Experience Forum 19

A guide on how  
to fill in the template

An example of a 
completed template

A blank template  
for you to use

How to succeed in your quest 

for customer centricity
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What is a customer persona?
It’s important to be really clear on who your customers are and 
which of them are most valuable to you, prioritising those who 
carry the greatest lifetime value.

You can start this by creating a persona for each customer type, 
which will help you to better understand their needs, expectations 
and typical behaviours.

This will help you empathise with your customers, to get in their 
headspace and see the world as they see it.

A customer persona is also needed to create a customer  
journey map

1
How do you create a customer persona?

Segment your customers – Start by dividing your customers into 
groups based on common characteristics, such as geographic 
location, demographic characteristics, lifestyle factors, shared 
behaviours and lifetime value to your organisation. Draw on insight 
from a variety of sources, including market research, desk research, 
employee feedback and operational data. The aim is to understand 
the size and shape of your customer base, and identify groups 
requiring special attention.

Choose the groups you want to focus on – Once you’ve divided your 
customers into groups, choose the ones you want to focus on and 
develop into personas. A good starting point is to focus on customers 
who generate the greatest value for your organisation over their 
lifetime.

Create your customer personas – Bring your chosen customer groups 
to life by creating a customer persona for each one of them. You’ll 
need to draw on your customer segmentation work to do this. Give 
them a name so you can easily refer to them, add in a picture and 
describe them. Use “I” statements to write from their perspective. We’ve 
provided a template on the next page to get you going.

Validate the persona with real customers – Once you’ve created your 
personas, you should validate them with your customers. This could 
be as simple as organising a focus group with customers who fit into 
your target segments and asking for their feedback. Once you’ve 
done this, you should have a pretty good idea of who your target 
customers are.

TOOLKIT 1 – Creating customer persona
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My segment My needs My pain points

Insert a picture of the 
customer persona

Insert a quote which summarises the motivation of this customer in a 
relevant context 

Insert data which describes 
the segment this persona 
belongs to

Describe the key needs of your 
customer

Write down what causes the 
customer ‘pain’ and prevents them 
from satisfying their needs and 
expectations

Write a paragraph to provide a short synopsis on who the 
persona is – this should include a summary of the needs, 
goals and pain points, attitudes and behaviours described in 
the other sections of this template

Describe the goals of your customer

Insert customer name
Insert their professional role

LOW

LOW

LOW

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

[Insert three words that best  
describe the persona’s traits]

My attitudes and behavioursAbout me

[Insert trait]

[Insert trait]

My goals

How to use this template

[Insert customer 
segment title]

TOOLKIT 1 – Creating customer persona
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My segment My needs My pain points

I want my talent to be my legacy

• 33.5k people in the UK and 
Ireland are architects

• 20% are female
• 55 is the average age

• I need my work to stand out and be 
recognisable

• I need to ensure the solutions I 
design fulfil or exceed my clients’ 
briefs

• I need information on, and access 
to the best products and services in 
the market

• I need excellent and trusting 
relationships with suppliers

• I need to deliver projects within the 
expected time, budget and quality 
standards

• I can find it difficult to communicate 
my vision for a project and get buy-
in

• I sometimes find it hard to manage 
my clients’ expectations

• I don’t always have information on, 
and access to products and services

• I can’t always trust contractors to 
deliver what I ask for

• I sometimes find it difficult to 
manage timelines and budgets

I love the challenge of a brief, being creative and trying to 
find new solutions my clients will love. My project team takes 
my ideas and work-up the detail. I hate wasting time looking 
for information, I just want to get my idea down and get 
home to my kids

• I want to improve the lives of my customers
• I want to stand-out professionally and be 

recognised
• I want to improve the built environment
• I want to work on the most creative projects
• I want a steady pipeline of work

Richard
Architect

LOW

LOW

LOW

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

Client focus

Supplier management

Creativity

Practice 
size

% of 
market

% of  
fees

<10 staff 61 36

>10 staff 39 64

A completed example for a manufacturer

My attitudes and behavioursAbout me My goals

Architect

TOOLKIT 1 – Creating customer persona
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LOW

LOW

LOW

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

•

•

•

My segment My needs My pain points

My attitudes and behavioursAbout me My goals

A blank template for you to use

TOOLKIT 1 – Creating customer persona
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TOOLKIT 2 – Mapping a customer journey

What is a customer journey map?
A customer journey map is a diagram that illustrates the steps 
your customers go through when engaging with your organisation

You should create a customer journey map for each of your 
customer personas. The aim is to understand what it looks and 
feels like to interact with your organisation from their perspective

This helps you recognise the experience customers have when 
engaging with you. So, you can see what’s working well, the most 
emotive parts of the journey and where there’s opportunity to 
make improvements

A customer journey map is not a process map. It depicts the 
interactions your customers have with you from their perspective, 
rather than how things work from the organisation’s perspective

We prefer a straight-forward approach to journey mapping - in a 
workshop using sticky notes and pens. It’s best to involve people 
from across the organisation who have a part to play in delivering 
the customer journey

The workshop will need to be facilitated by one or two people 
and their job is to guide the team through the journey mapping 
process
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2

3

4

1
How do you create a customer journey map?

Get a team together – In order to paint a complete picture of the 
customer journey, you need input from colleagues who are involved  
in delivering the different parts of it. Bring those people together  
in a workshop to map the customer journey. You’ll need between  
a half and full day to map a journey for one persona (depending  
on the complexity)

Review the customer persona – Kick-off the session by getting in the 
headspace of the customer who’s journey you’re about to map. So 
walk through the customer persona you’ve created. Ask people to 
share stories of their experiences with such customers. Update the 
persona if needed. It’s a good idea to stick the persona on the wall,  
so people can refer to it

Map the stages of the journey – Map the customer journey from 
end-to-end at the highest level. You should identify a minimum of 
three and maximum of seven journey stages. Describe the stages as 
the customer would by using ‘I’ statements and keep it simple – only 
use a few words. You should be able to identify multiple interactions 
that happen within each stage. If you can’t, you’ve gone too far into 
the detail and need to bring it up a level

Identify the touchpoints –  A touchpoint is any interaction a customer 
has when trying to complete the journey stages. Some interactions 
will be with your organisation, but others will not – it’s good to identify 
both types, so you have a full picture of the customer’s experience. 
Use “I” statements to describe the touchpoints and keep it simple. As 
a rule of thumb, try and limit the touchpoints to 10-15 per stage – the 
trick is to identify the key ones. Sometimes it makes sense to order the 
touchpoints into “swimlanes” based on different channels (e.g. phone, 
online etc)

6

7

8

5Understand the emotions – Under each stage, describe how the 
customer feels e.g. excited, anxious, proud. This will help you to 
understand the emotional journey the customer goes on – and 
where there are opportunities to amplify positive emotions and allay 
negative ones

Identify the pain points – The next step is to identify the problems 
the customer faces in relation to the touchpoints – the things that 
inconvenience them and make it difficult for them to do what they 
want to do. List the pain points underneath each journey stage. It 
helps to link the pain points to the touchpoints, so you know where 
the issues occur

Identify the moments that matter – By this point, you’ll be in a good 
position to identify the moments that matter to customers (sometimes 
referred as the “moments of truth”). These are the touchpoints that 
are most likely to leave a lasting positive or negative impression on 
a customer. We believe it is important to work towards measuring all 
the moments that matter. There are no hard and fast rules around 
how many touchpoints are moments that matter, but generally we find 
there are one or two per journey stage

Validate the map with real customers – Once you’ve created your 
journey map, you should validate it with your customers. This could 
be as simple as organising a focus group with customers who fit the 
description of your persona and asking for their feedback. Once 
you’ve done this, you should have a pretty good picture of the journey 
your customers go on, and the moments that are the most important 
to measure and manage

TOOLKIT 2 – Mapping a customer journey
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Define the 
stages of the 
customer 
journey

I research jobs

Identify  
the key 
touchpoints

I look at job boards

List the  
pain points  
experienced 
by the  
customer

I find it difficult to  
identify suitable jobs

Consider the 
customer’s 
emotions

Excited

How to use this template

Moment that matters

TOOLKIT 2 – Mapping a customer journey
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Define the 
stages of the 
customer 
journey

I research jobs I apply and interview I seek help I make a decision on my offer

Identify  
the key 
touchpoints

I look at job boards I apply for a job I speak with  
colleagues and friends I’m told the outcome

I speak to a recruiter I attend an interview I have discussions online I negotiate my contract

I speak to my network I meet the  
potential team

I get technical assistance 
with my application I sign the paperwork

List the  
pain points  
experienced 
by the  
customer

I find it difficult to  
identify suitable jobs

I have to rework my CV in 
different ways each time

I can’t get answers  
to my questions

I have to wait a long time  
to hear the outcome

I can’t get through to 
recruiters on the phone

I don’t get responses  
to my applications

I don’t know whether to 
trust the answers I receive

I have to read lots  
of paperwork

I don’t get responses from 
some of my network

I have to repeat myself  
a lot in interviews

I look at job boards I pay a 
lot for technical assistance

I don’t understand the 
terms of my contract

Consider the 
customer’s 
emotions

Excited Optimistic Supported Proud

Frustrated Nervous Skeptical Confused

A completed example for a recruitment company

Moment that matters

TOOLKIT 2 – Mapping a customer journey
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Define the 
stages of the 
customer 
journey

Identify  
the key 
touchpoints

List the  
pain points  
experienced 
by the  
customer

Consider the 
customer’s 
emotions

A blank template for you to use

Moment that matters

TOOLKIT 2 – Mapping a customer journey
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2

3

4
5

6

What is a CX recommendation?
A CX recommendation is a suggested change to how an 
organisation works which leads to an improvement in the customer 
experience

The change should address the root cause of an issue in the 
customer experience – it should resolve the real cause of the issue, 
not the symptoms

To help decision makers appraise the proposed change, it should  
be cushioned in a narrative which articulates:

  What the problem is

  What’s causing it

  What the potential solutions are

  Which is the recommended solution

  What it’ll take to deliver it

We find that it works well when CX recommendations are presented 
on one page which contains all of the above information – it’s good 
to keep it simple

1
How do you develop a CX recommendation?

Define the problem – Write a short description of the problem the 
customers are experiencing, which you have identified in feedback 
from customers. Try to use simple language, and describe the 
problem from the customer’s perspective

Gather supporting evidence – Bring together the key facts and figures 
which evidence the problem. Customer feedback should be used 
and supported with other sources of insight, such as insight from 
employees and operational data. Keep it brief and provide a level of 
detail that is proportionate to the problem

Identify the root cause – Use the “Five Whys” technique, or similar one, 
to identify the real cause of the problem. It’s important to identify 
the root cause so that you resolve the cause of the problem, not the 
symptoms. Remember – there can be more than one root cause to  
a problem

Explore potential solutions – Think through the different ways the 
problem could be fixed. Do some divergent thinking and write down 
all the ideas you can think of. Don’t worry if they sound silly – just get 
them down on paper

Select a preferred solution – Assess the potential solutions and select 
the preferred one. This is where you flip into doing some convergent 
thinking. It’s helpful to assess each idea against some set criteria 
such as how big an impact it’ll have on the customer experience, how 
it aligns to other strategic priorities, how much it’ll cost to deliver, and 
how long it’ll take to deliver

Capture everything in a one-page template – Once you’ve been 
through all these steps, summarise everything in a one-page template.  
We’ve provided a recommendations template on the next page

TOOLKIT 3 – Developing your recommendations
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Sponsor: Insert the name of the person who sponsors the change Business Owner: Insert the name of the person in the organisation who 
will implement the change

1 – What is the problem? 4 – What are the potential solutions?

Write a short description of the problem the customers are 
experiencing, which you have identified in feedback from customers. Try 
to use simple language, and describe the problem from the customer’s 
perspective

Include a list of the potential solutions along with one-line description 
for each. This will help the reader to see all the options that have been 
considered, which will give them confidence that the recommended 
solution hasn’t been randomly chosen

2 – What evidence is there? 5 – What’s the preferred solution?

Insert the key facts and figures which evidence the problem. Customer 
feedback should be used and supported with other sources of insight, 
such as insight from employees. Keep it brief and provide a level of 
detail that is proportionate to the problem

Describe the preferred solution in a bit more detail. At this stage, the 
improvement is just an idea, so it only needs to be described at a high-
level. Explain why it was selected over and above the other potential 
solutions

3 – What is causing the problem? 6 – What would it take to deliver the organisation requirement?

Describe the root causes of the problem. It is important that the root 
causes are identified so that the solution addresses the causes of the 
problem, not the symptoms. Remember, there can be more than one 
root cause to a problem, and they should all be summarised here. 
Again, keep it brief

Cost / Effort Insert a high level estimate or range for how much 
the change could cost to deliver, or how much effort it 
would take to deliver 

Complexity Insert the level of complexity to implement the change 
e.g.
High / Medium / Low

Time to 
implement

Insert the estimated amount of time to implement the 
change e.g.
<6 months / 6-12 months / 12-18 months / >18 months

How to use this template

TOOLKIT 3 – Developing your recommendations
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Sponsor:  Alexandra Smtih 
Chief Customer Officer for Sponsor

Business Owner:  John Biggins 
Head of Digital for Business Owner

1 – What is the problem? 4 – What are the potential solutions?

“When I open an account with you, I don’t receive a welcome letter for a 
long time”

1. Increase speed of triggering letter to be sent
2. Increase frequency of letter printing
3. Upgrade post from second class to first class
4. Send emails instead of letters

2 – What evidence is there? 5 – What’s the preferred solution?

• 10% of customers who open new accounts said that it takes too long 
to receive a welcome letter

• 4 working days is the average time taken for customers to receive 
the letter with a range of 3-5 working days

Send emails instead of letters: Email is the default channel but it is still 
possible to opt for postal delivery if preferred. Customers are asked to 
provide their email addresses when opening the account. Standard 
emails are automatically triggered to be sent. This solution would most 
reduce time taken to deliver the letter and also deliver cost savings

3 – What is causing the problem? 6 – What would it take to deliver the organisation requirement?

• There is up to a 24-hour delay between customers opening their 
accounts and a trigger being hit for a letter to be sent to them

• Once the trigger is hit, there is up to a further 24-hour delay for the 
letter to be printed and posted

• Letters are posted second class and take 2-3 days on average to be 
delivered

Cost / Effort £100k-£200k

Complexity Medium

Time to 
implement

<6 months

A completed example for a financial services company

TOOLKIT 3 – Developing your recommendations
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Sponsor: Business Owner: 

1 – What is the problem? 4 – What are the potential solutions?

2 – What evidence is there? 5 – What’s the preferred solution?

3 – What is causing the problem? 6 – What would it take to deliver the organisation requirement?

Cost / Effort

Complexity

Time to 
implement

A blank template for you to use

TOOLKIT 3 – Developing your recommendations
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3
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What is a Customer Experience Forum?
To effectively deliver, monitor and champion the customer 
experience changes that your insight recommends, you need a 
clear governance structure - an effective way to implement the 
changes that have been approved

Some organisations put a senior Customer Experience (CX) Board 
in place, which sets direction, helps with prioritisation, provides 
decision-making clout and sometimes provides funding for larger 
changes. 

Other organisations find that a more junior CX Forum works 
better to find out what needs to be done, to drive the root cause 
analysis, and to then put forward recommendations which feed 
into the normal change framework. Some even have both.

If you’re just starting out, we recommend you create a Customer 
Experience Forum at the very least, as this will help to ensure that 
customer experience is made a priority within your organisation

1
How do you set-up a CX Forum?

Identify the Chairperson – Identify the person who will Chair the 
Forum. This should be the person who’s ultimately responsible 
for monitoring the customer experience and signing-off on any 
suggested improvements to it. They will have the final say on which 
recommendations should be put forward for implementation.

Define the terms of reference (ToR) – Work with the Chairperson to 
define the terms of reference. The ToR should describe the purpose 
and responsibilities of the Forum, along with details of how it will work 
and who will be a member of it. To get you going, we’ve provided a 
template on the next page.

Confirm involvement – Meet with the people who you want to be 
members of the Forum and win their commitment. It works best when 
there’s representation from all major functions in the organisation 
as they all play a role in delivering and improving the customer 
experience, either directly or indirectly. 

Get the Forum going – Now you’ve identified your Chairperson, 
defined how the Forum will work, and recruited members, it’s time to 
get it up and running. It’s helpful to use the first meeting to discuss 
and confirm, in a bit more detail, the role and responsibilities of 
the Forum, so that everyone is clear. It’s also good practice to start 
appraising improvement ideas from the very first meeting, to keep 
people engaged and demonstrate value from the start.

TOOLKIT 4 – Setting-up a Customer Experience Forum
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TOOLKIT 4 – Setting-up a Customer Experience Forum

Forum name Customer Experience Forum Standing item agendas

Chair This should be the person who’s ultimately responsible for monitoring the customer 
experience and signing-off on any suggested improvements to it

Add in the agenda items, so 
members knows what to expect each 
time they meetDeputy chair This person should be appointed by the Chair and they should be able to cover  

for the Chair as required
Frequency Monthly – this is the ideal frequency of meetings in order to maintain momentum,  

but also to give time for issue identification and solution development
Members There should be members from all major functions in the business which play a role  

in delivering CX both directly and indirectly

Objective The group is responsible for maintaining and improving customer experience (CX)  
within their organisation. The group will review CX insight and recommendations and 
agree the recommendations to explore further or implement

Primary 
Responsibilities

List the responsibilities of the Forum, so members are on the same page about what they’re 
there to do

Inputs Write down the inputs – reports etc. – which are required to make the Forum a success

Outputs Also write down the outputs that members and other stakeholders can expect to see 
following the Forum

How to use this template
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TOOLKIT 4 – Setting-up a Customer Experience Forum

A completed example for a pensions company
Forum name Customer Experience Forum Standing item agendas

Chair Jane Green (Chief Customer Officer) • Review of actions / minutes  
from previous meetings

• Review customer feedback –  
key themes and specific 
improvement areas

• Review the CX dashboard
• Assess improvement 

recommendations 
• Approve recommendations  

for further investigation and /  
or implementation

• Agree activities, timescales and 
responsibilities for the approved 
activities

• Review the progress of 
implementation activities

• Agree follow-up actions required  
for the implementation activities  
to ensure they are delivered

• Evaluate the impact of changes 
which have been fully implemented

• Agree follow-up actions required 
to maximise the impact of 
implemented changes

• Agree success stories to 
communicate

Deputy chair Matthew Lock  (Customer Experience Team Lead)

Frequency Monthly - third Monday of the month / Ad-hoc meetings when required

Members Chief Customer Officer, Customer Experience Team Lead, Head of Strategy, Head of 
Customer Insight, Head of Digital, Head of Product Innovation, Head of Operations, 
Head of Communications, Head of Change

Objective The forum will be responsible for customer experience (CX) with the aim of improving 
it across the organisation, covering all customer touchpoints. The group will review 
and select recommended improvements to implement in line with the customer value 
proposition.

Primary 
Responsibilities

• Review customer feedback to understand the opportunities that exist to improve the CX
• Appraise change recommendations and agree which ones should be taken forward for 

further investigation and / or implementation
• Monitor the progress of implementation activities related to changes which the group 

has approved
• Measure the impact of changes on the CX once the changes have been fully implemented
• As required, engage with stakeholders across the business to facilitate the delivery of 

changes the group has approved for implementation
• Communicate changes and success stories to the wider business

Inputs • CX report containing insights & recommendations
• Progress report on relevant implementation activities
• Impact report showing the effect changes have had on the CX

Outputs • Record of decisions and actions 
• Approved recommendations for further investigation and / or implementation
• Approved communication messages
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TOOLKIT 4 – Setting-up a Customer Experience Forum

A blank template for you to use
Forum name Standing item agendas

Chair

Deputy chair

Frequency

Members

Objective

Primary 
Responsibilities

Inputs

Outputs


